The institute of medicine has long recognized Problems with health care quality and for more than a decade has advocated using health information technology to improve quality. The fuzzy cognitive map has gradually emerged as a concrete paradigm for knowledge representations, and simulation conditions are applicable, to numerous research and application field. However we have proposed efficient methods to determine clustering based investigated systems, for medical decision making. The manually developed models have a substantially shortcoming due to difficulties in assessing its reliability. In this paper we proposed a fuzzy logical network that enhances the learning ability of FCM. Our approach discusses the inference mechanisms of conventional FCM in the determination of membership functions. FCM models of investigations system can be automatically constructed from medical data using our approach. In the employed fuzzy logical networks the concept of mutual subset used to describe the casualties which provide more transparent interpretations in FCM. The effectiveness of the proposed approach in prediction of jaundice using clustering is demonstrated through numerical simulation. in FCM. The effectiveness of the proposed approach in prediction of jaun
INTRODUCTION
Medical diagnostics investigations are complicated to find out the decision making in Medical Diagnosis is the result of logical reasoning. Medicine was one of the first fields in which Lotfi zadeh's fuzzy set theory [1] applied .However in the 20 th century there have been and still are philosophers of science who pointed out that there is a need for the new methods in medical science and, that there is an inadequacy of conventional scientific methods for dealing with medical knowledge. Even philosophers in the first half of the 20th century were not aware of fuzzy sets. After 1970 its formal introduction the use of fuzzy concepts are extended from the philosophy of medicine to the technology of medicine. The beginnings of the development of Artificial intelligence systems in medicine can be traced back to very early research projects such as a marginal punched card system and a mathematical model in the 1950's.For more than a decade the medical decision making and the extension of FCM is the foremost research objectives, revolutionary modeling approaches based on the Bayesian logic [3] have appeared from the time when the late 1950's. Soon after fuzzy logic has been used to Model the innate uncertainty present in the real world medical decision making. With the approaches of Zadeh, Sanchez, and Adlassing to be the most predictable ones. Till recently considerable results obtained in modeling. Medical decision making with artificial cognitive structures has been among the leading research objectives. Towards this direction substantial results providing indications on the applicability of such structure for practical decision support have been obtained by FCM based on fuzzy logic [13] . Kosko introduces the theory ofFCM, on the basis of Axelrod work on cognitive maps. FCM's are trouble free and appropriate to explicitly encode the knowledge and experience accumulated on the operation of a complex system. Once constructed for a particular domain, FCM allows quantitative simulation of a system, using concepts and the relationships between them, while considering the degree of uncertainty that may characterize these relationships in the real world by using fuzzy logic. Regarding the inference networks FCM is a directed graph, consists of a nodes and Directed weighted arcs that interconnect nodes and can be used any type of shortest path to find out feasible solution in the network, that's why we can find out the destination address through this algorithm easily. This paper presents new efficient shortest path algorithms to solve single origin shortest path problems (SOSP problems) and multiple origins shortest path problems (MOSP problems) for hierarchically clustered data networks. To solve an SOSP problem for a network with n nodes, the distributed version of our algorithm reaches the time complexity of O (log (n)), which is less than the time complexity of O (log 2 (n)) achieved by the best existing algorithm. To solve an MOSP problem, our algorithm minimizes the needed computation resources, including computation processors and communication links for the computation of each shortest path so that we can achieve massive parallelization. The time complexity of our algorithm for an MOSP problem is O (m log(n)), which is much less than the time complexity of O (M log2 (0)) of the best previous algorithm. Here, M is the number of the shortest paths to be computed and m is a positive number related to the network topology and the distribution of the nodes incurring communications, m is usually much smaller than M. Our experiment shows that m is almost a constant when the network size increases. Accordingly, our algorithm is significantly faster than the best previous algorithms to solve MOSP problems for large data networks.
The application of generalizations of conservative fuzzy sets such as the IFS have this been already provided indications for their applicability in the province. We investigate the use of IFS as a method for constructing an FCM model in the presence of imperfect facts and imprecise knowledge. IFS comprise of elements characterized by both membership and non membership value. Membership value indicates the degree of belongingness to the set, Non membership value indicate an element that does not belongs to the set. Original FCM has two significant drawbacks. Till recently MIAO, Liu and SATAR [12] have made research about the extension of FCM and inference properties of FCM. FCM lack effective methods to determine system states and they are limited to the fuzzy domain which makes difficult to compare inference results with real data and it greatly depend on expert knowledge.
Our motive is, improving FCM by automatically identify membership functions for the investigated systems and to determine the states of investigated systems and how to quantify the causalities in the FCM. By using clustering methods .In order to deal with this difficulty first attempt to learn FCM using Hebbian law, non linear Hebbian learning algorithm. However in proposed approaches causalities needed to be quantified are not exactly consistent with the conventional FCM, also lack clear mathematical interpretations. To overcome the drawbacks and we employ FCM to implement prediction by using preprocessing of clustered raw dataset which makes prediction more complex.
In this paper we propose a fuzzy logical network that equips the inference mechanisms of original FCM with the automatic identification of membership functions and quantification of causalities. When the amount of data is available our approaches able to construct FCM for complex system with less expert knowledge [12] [13] . In addition our approach make it possible to compare the inference results with real data such as prediction of disease, by using mutual subset hood to define and describe causalities in the investigated systems also it provides clear mathematical interpretation on causalities and easy to understand. In this a factor of hesitancy is introduced into the weights of the FCM providing an additional cue to the cause effect relationships among concepts. Fuzzy clustering can be considered the most important unsupervised learning algorithm and fuzzy cmean is the most popular fuzzy clustering method among different fuzzy clustering algorithms. The aim of this paper is to achieve an improved clustering performance for a given document collection and to improve retrieval performance for information research. FCM algorithm shows the superior nature in terms of convergence rate. Experimental results show the promising results for the modified FCM algorithm. This is the first approach to a mathematical formulation of IFCM enabling decision making in medicine through automated knowledge representation and reasoning.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section II describes the representation of FCMs and stresses the motivation of our works, and its structures. Section III proposes the fuzzy logical network and discusses the corresponding functionalities and operations of network inference mechanisms. Section IV gives the detailed description of learning algorithm which is employed to tune the related parameters in the proposed fuzzy logical network by using ALFIS. In this section we enhance the learning ability of FCM. Our approach discusses the inference mechanisms of conventional FCM in the determination of membership functions. FCM models of investigations system can be automatically constructed from medical data using our approach To evaluate the performance, we employed ALFIS in the IFCM of fuzzy logical networks, in that the concept resolves pitfalls which provide more transparent interpretations in FCM. The effectiveness of the proposed approach in prediction using clustering is demonstrated through numerical simulation. Section V presents two applications in prediction of jaundice severity assessment and compares the results of the experiment with other models. Section VI provides construction of DM model. Finally VII concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK

FUZZY COGNITIVE MAPS
Intuitively, an FCM is a signed directed graph that represents a causal system with uncertain and incomplete causal information. The human experience and knowledge on the complex systems are embedded in the structure of FCMs and the corresponding inference process.
Genesis of FCM
FCM is developed from CMs [3] . The research about CMs sprung from findings in physicalpsychological experiments that tried to trace and interpret the functionalities of various mental and cognitive tasks, abilities, and phenomena in animals and humans. Tolman [20] and Axelrod [3] described them in the formal and systemic manner. In detail, a CM represents a causal system that consists of a set of concepts and causal-effect relationships (causalities) among these concepts. By describing the causalities and the state information of concepts, CM reveals the impacts produced by the changes in all elements of the entire system. As far as CM structure is concerned, links between nodes may obtain only binary values, which are +1 and −1. The nodes may take the value −1, 0, and +1. Practically, node value +1 represents an increase of the concept state, and node value −1 means a decrease of the corresponding concept state. In order to overcome the drawbacks of the binary logic that CMs enclose, Kosko [1] , [2] extended CMs to FCMs by introducing fuzzy values to quantify the concept states and the strength of causalities.
Fundamental of Structures
As an extension to CMs, FCMs incorporate fuzzy logic principles into CM theories and, therefore, provide a more realistic and accurate representations for the real causal systems than CMs do. An FCM is a signed directed graph with feedbacks, as shown in Fig. 1 , which consists of a collection of nodes and directed-weighted arcs interconnecting the nodes. In FCMs, nodes represent the concepts that are abstracted from real-causal systems. Directed-weighted arcs denote the causal relationships among concepts. In FCMs, concepts C i (i = 1, 2. . . N) represent a set of research objects with a semantic meaning that forms the investigated causal system, where N denotes the number of concepts in a given FCM. The active degree of concept C i is described by state value s i [0, 1], which changes over time in inference process. Therefore, concept states describe the behavioral characteristics of the system. The causal relationship between concept C i and C j in an FCM is represented by a directed arc pointing from C i to C j .In general, the weight w ij associated with the arc connecting C i with C j takes the value in the interval [−1, 1], thus describing the type and magnitude of the corresponding causality. The weights with high absolute values signify strong cause-effect relationships among the concepts. In practice, the following conditions hold.
Fig 1: Example of FCM
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2) 0 > w ij ≥= −1, which indicates that the increase (decrease) in the value of Ci leads to decrease (increase) in the value of C j .
3) w ij = 0, which indicates that there is no causal relationship between C i and C . As mentioned previously, our approach is proposed only to improve original FCMs proposed by Kosko [1] . Therefore, a concept cannot cause itself, and there is no causal relationship between a concept and itself. Therefore, for all the concepts in an FCM, there will be w ii = 0. For the sake of simplicity, the weights in an FCM can be represented by a matrix.
Inference Mechanism of Fuzzy Cognitive Map
The detailed inference mechanism of the original FCMs was introduced in many publications [1] , [10] . Briefly, the process is to keep updating the state values of concepts in a discrete-time manner based on a given weight matrix W and the initialstate information of a particular system. The inference mechanism of FCMs is described by the following formula:
Where t is the iteration step, and s i (t) indicates the state value of concept Ci at iteration t. Correspondingly, S(t) indicates the system state at iteration t, and f is a threshold (transformation) function. The inference process of an FCM can be regarded as an iterative process that applies the scalar product and threshold unction to generate the discrete-time series of system state until the following requirements on convergence are satisfied. 1) A fixed-point equilibrium is reached. In this case, S (t0+1) = S (t0)(t0 T), where S(t0 ) is the final state.
2) A limited cycle is reached. In this case, S(t0 +ΔT) = S (t0) (t0 T), where S(t0 ) is the final state. This case means that the system falls in a loop of a specific period, and after a certain number of inference steps ΔT, it reaches the same state S (t0).
3) Chaotic behavior is exhibited [21] , [22] .
Fuzzy Clustering
Fuzzy clustering relevant for information retrieval. as a document might be relevant to multiple queries, this document should be given in the corresponding response sets ,otherwise ,the user would not be aware of it ,Fuzzy clustering seems a natural technique for document categorization there are two basic methods of fuzzy clustering [4] ,one which is based on fuzzy c-partitions, is called a fuzzy c-means clustering method and the other, based on the fuzzy equivalence relations, is called a fuzzy equivalence clustering method.
Clinical Data Collection
The design conception of patient-centered is fully reflected in this model. We give an example of diagnose disease to analyze the effectiveness of the work process. As for a patient, there are mainly two ways to access the medical information system, which are remote and local. We give an authentication agent to every patient. And this agent is used as the only identity for extracting data in HIM. 
NETWORK INFERENCE MECHANISMS
A number of network path delay, loss, or bandwidth inference mechanisms have been proposed over the past decade. Concurrently, several network measurement services have been deployed over the Internet and intranets.
We consider inference mechanisms that use: o(N) 2 1) For which measurement request patterns would using an inference mechanism be advantageous? 2) How does a measurement service determine the set of hosts that should utilize inference mechanisms, as opposed to those that are better served using direct end-to-end measurements? We explore three solutions that identify groups of hosts which are likely to benefit from inference. We compare these solutions in terms of effectiveness and algorithmic complexity. results with synthetic data sets and data sets from
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Adaptive Logical Fuzzy Inference System Basic Principle
ALFIS is a kind of commonly used fuzzy inference model based on the T-S model which is proposed by Takagi-Sugenon. It is a nonlinear model which is fit to express the dynamic characteristics of complex systems. The Fuzzy Inference System is mainly based on the experiences and knowledge of the experts or the operators but not on the models of the objects, while ANFIS has been widely used to forecasting flied because of the easy expressment of human knowledge in fuzzy logic and the nonlinear approximation capacity of the neural network and so on.
The model is expressed by a set which contains m fuzzy rules and the i -th fuzzy rule can be described as:
BASIC ARCHITECTURE OF ALFIS
In this section we present the basic theory of ALFIS. Lately, artificial logical Network and fuzzy inference system have been widely used in many applications to solve complex nonlinear problem. Fuzzy Neural network, while fuzzy logic performs an inference system under cognitive uncertainty, logical networks possess the ability of learning, adaption, fault tolerance and generalization. Combinations of the two create system called fuzzy neural system. ALFIS is such system. Both fuzzy system and neural system are used in ALFIS [5] .ALFIS consists of if-then rules and many input-output. Assume ALFIS has two inputs(x and y) and one output z. A typical rule set with if-then can be expressed as: If x is A1 and y is B1 then f = p*x + q*y + r (.where p, r, q are output parameters. The architecture of ALFIS can be seen in fig 1.   Fig 3: The architecture of ALFIS
ALFIS AND IFCM FOR PREDICTION OF JAUNDICE SEVERITY ASSESSMENT
Jaundice is not a disease but rather a sign that can occur in many different diseases. Jaundice is the yellowish staining of the skin and sclera (the whites of the eyes) that is caused by high levels in blood of the chemical bilirubin. The color of the skin and sclera vary depending on the level of bilirubin. When the bilirubin level is mildly elevated, they are yellowish. When the bilirubin level is high, they tend to be brown. Bilirubin comes from red blood cells. When red blood cells get old, they are destroyed. Hemoglobin, the iron-containing chemical in red blood cells that carries oxygen, is released from the destroyed red blood cells after the iron it contains is removed. The chemical that remains in the blood after the iron is removed becomes bilirubin. The liver has many functions. One of the liver's functions is to produce and secrete bile into the intestines to help digest dietary fat. Another is to remove toxic chemicals or waste products from the blood, and bilirubin is a waste product. The liver removes bilirubin from the blood. After the bilirubin has entered the liver cells, the cells conjugate (attaching other chemicals, primarily glucuronic acid) to the bilirubin, and then secrete the bilirubin/glucuronic acid complex into bile. The complex that is secreted in bile is called conjugated bilirubin. The conjugated bilirubin is eliminated in the feces. (Bilirubin is what gives feces its brown color.) Conjugated bilirubin is distinguished from the bilirubin that is released from the red blood cells and not yet removed from the blood which is termed unconjugated bilirubin. Jaundice occurs when there is 1) too much bilirubin being produced for the liver to remove from the blood.(For example, patients with hemolytic anemia have an abnormally rapid rate of destruction of their red blood cells that releases large amounts of bilirubin into the blood), 2) a defect in the liver that prevents bilirubin from being removed from the blood, converted to bilirubin/glucuronic acid (conjugated) or secreted in bile, or 3) blockage of the bile ducts that decreases the flow of bile and bilirubin from the liver into the intestines. (For example, the bile ducts can be blocked by cancers, gallstones, or inflammation of the bile ducts). The decreased conjugation, secretion, or flow of bile that can result in jaundice is referred to as cholestasis: however, cholestasis does not always result in jaundice. By using ALFIS the uncertainty present in the decision making has been resolved and also it overcomes the disadvantages of FCM and IFCM. The drawback of IFCM is missing the input values while determining the decision. ALFIS exhibits much more robustness to the uncertainties involved with in the input and output datasets. It's shown that
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ALFIS can be successfully applied into IFCM to resolve uncertainties, so that robust model can be obtained from some non-dominated ALFIS models.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE DECISION MAKING MODEL
The IFCM model for jaundice severity assessment has been designed with the contribution of three medical experts according to the methodology described in Section II. A total of N =34 concepts were identified. The concepts Ci , i = 1, 2, .., 34, are presented in Table I , along with the considered set of linguistic values and the respective real discrete values or intervals comprising the respective universes Ui . The fuzzy membership functions used are triangular, centered at each bounded interval, or trapezoidal for the unbounded intervals. Concepts C1-C33 comprise the model's input, whereas C34 represents the model's output. An indicative example of the membership functions considered in the construction of the IFCM model is presented in Fig. 2 , for concept C34 .The influences between the concepts have been fuzzified using the twelve ι = 12 linguistic variables {-negatively very strong, negatively strong,‖-negatively medium,‖ -negatively weak,‖ -negatively very weak,‖ -zero,‖-positively very weak,‖-positively weak, ‖-positively medium, ‖-positively strong,‖-positively very strong,‖ -positively very very strong‖} from fuzzy set I, and the hesitancies between the concepts have been fuzzified using h 6 linguistic variables {-zero,‖ -very low,‖-low,‖ -medium, high,‖ -very high‖} between the concepts. The opinions of the experts for the determination of the influence and hesitancy weights, and the obtained weight values are presented in Table II (where the linguistic values have been abbreviated due to space limitations). The aggregation of the corresponding membership functions has been performed by the fuzzy sum aggregator, whereas the real weight values have been obtained with the centre of gravity defuzzification method [31] .The choice of these methods has been motivated mainly by their simplicity. In Fig. 4 , we indicatively present the aggregated membership, nonmember ship, and hesitancy functions (7) corresponding to the IFCM edge directed from C16 to C34. This figure visually validates that the inequality in (4) holds, and shows that the nonmember ship is not necessarily symmetric to the membership function. The concepts along with the estimated influence of each other and the hesitancy in the expression of this influence, model the experts' knowledge on the decision-making task under study.
LOCAL MEDICAL PROCESS
The work process of local medical process can be described as following.
Step1: Use registration agent to enter OIS.
Step2: Outpatient doctor diagnosis and the patient information enter EMRS. If the patient is without hospitalization, the medical data are stored in EMRS, and then they are sent to center database after the whole treatment process is finished.
Step3: The patient need hospitalize and the medical data temporarily are stored in EMRS, LIS, and PACS. When the patient get well and leave hospital, these medical data are sent to center database. The registration agent contains the information of certification and medical insurance. In the actual operation, it is a specific physical card. The patient may use this card to inquiry its clinic records including cost inventory in the medical system. The work efficiency is greatly improved and distributed database based agent bring great convenience for system construction and implementation. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUR WORK
The area of Medical Decision Support Systems (MDSS) is characterized by complexity requiring the investigation of new advanced methods for modeling and development of sophisticated systems, which must adequately take into consideration the needs of medical practitioners. We investigated a novel approach to the construction of a cognitive map based on intuitionistic fuzzy logic for modeling uncertain imprecise, and/or incomplete medical knowledge.The comparative advantage of the proposed ALFIS over the conventional FCM model is that it can incorporate additional information regarding the hesitancy of the experts in the definition of the cause-effect relations between the concepts involved in a domain. The proposed model was experimentally evaluated in comparison to previous models for decision making on jaundice severity assessment. By being intuitive, an ALFIS is capable of modeling real-world medical Decision-making tasks closer to the way humans perceive them. It is easily understandable, even by a nontechnical audience, and each of its parameters has a perceivable meaning.
1) Intuitionistic fuzzy logic improves the knowledge elicitation and, consequently, the FCM-based decision making.
2) The decision-making performance of ALFISs is more robust than the conventional FCM and the preliminary ALFIS approaches in the presence of incomplete data. Future work includes the application of the proposed decision-making model in various domains, exploration of alternative approaches to the exploitation of intuitionistic fuzzy logic in even more effective modeling of medical Knowledge and decision making.
